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71. Why does the poet call ours as a ‘dark continent’?
1. It is not as advanced as west
2. due to proud of rich heritage
3. It is an ironic expression 4. All

72. The opposite of ‘spurious’
1. false 2. falsity 3. complement   4. sincere

73. The wrod ‘ancestral voices’ suggest
1. mother 2. forefathers 3. father 4. parents

74. In the word ‘dreams’ ‘s’ is pronounced as
1. /z/ 2. /iz/ 3. /s/ 4. /  /

75. The poem ‘mother’s day is a ........... account of mothers’ day
celebration

1. feble 2. fantcy 3. satirical 4. all
76. Whom does shiv. k. kumar invoke twice a day?

1. His mother 2. His father 3. Goddess 4. His parents
77. ‘Chinese house of dreams’ suggest

1. falsity 2. real 3. dream 4. authentic
78. The poem ‘ The Read Not Taken’ is an example for

1. Ballad 2. Lyric 3. Satire 4. Paradoy
79. T.J. Eliot, Ezra pound and Robert Frost are associated with the

group of
1. Fire side poets 2. Transcdentalist poets
3. Romantic poets 4. Imagist poets

80. The figures of speech in ‘some where ages and ages hence’ is
1. Pun 2. Simile 3. Hyperbole  4. Metonymy

81. The poem ‘The Road not Taken’ is taken from
1. Mountain’s Interval - 1916 2. A Boys will
3. A witness Tree 4. Selected poems

82. The past participle of ‘lay’ is (IIIrd stanza, Ist line)
1. lie 2. lain 3. lay 4. laid

83. ‘Wanted wear’ means
1. was left used 2. was left unused
3. was ready for use 4. none

84. What does the word ‘road’ refer to?
1. The way 2. Success 3. Direction 4. Trouble

85. Which work of George orwell reflect his opposition to Totali-
tarianism?

1. Animal form   2. 1984    3. Good Companies  4. A Boys will
86. The character snowball represents

1. karl marx 2. lenin 3. trotsky 4. stalin
87. What is an allegory ?

1. Each character is a symbol of mircale plays
2. Each character / event or place is a symbol representing a

person or quality or event
3. Each character represents a chronicle character      4. All

88. The character ‘old major’ stands for
1. animalism 2. karl marx 3. lenin 4. all

89. Why did Napoleon announce the death sentence to mr. Fredrick?
1. The Bank notes given by fredrick were fake
2. Fredrick closeness with snowball
3. Fredrick make a plot against animal form 4. all

90. Animal form is an example except
1. a political satire 2. an alleogry
3. a historical novel 4. a political drama
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91. Which animal is described as ‘A more vivacious pig than
     Napoleon?

1. Boxer 2. Benjimin 3. Snowball 4. Squealer
92. Who believed to be the cleverest of all animals?

1. The dogs 2. The pigs 3. The yorkers 4. Benjamin
93. Whose teachings are called Animalism ?

1. The old Major   2. Snowball 3. Napoleon 4. Squealer
94. What are the reasons for using Robots except ?

1. Working in mines 2. Working creatively
3. Working with dangerous works    4. all

95. In Robots and people, Issac Asimov talks about
1. Human intelligence 2 Robotic intelligence
3. Animalism intelligence 4. 1 & 2

96. The phrase ‘startling ways’ refers to
1. sudden and slow procedure 2. awkward procedure
3. sudden and quick procedure   4. none

97. ‘Robots and people’ is a/an
1. short story 2. essay 3. novel 4. all

98. What is the outstanding feature of a robot & computer?
1. performing mechanical jobs   2. performing creatively
3. doing in explosive 4. none

99. Robots and people is written in ........... narration
1. The first person 2. The second person
3. The third person 4. none

100. What proldem would Robots create for mankind in future ?
1. creativity 2. unemployment   3. imagination  4. none

101. Issac Asimov’s science books explain scientific concept in a
1. political way 2. historical way
3. theorytical way 4. all

102. How many syllables are there in ‘Actually’ ?
1. 1 2. 2 3. 3 4. 4

 “I knew a man who believed that, if a man were permitted to make
the ballads, he need not care who made the laws of a nation”

103. How many clauses are there in the above sentence?
1. 4 2. 5 3. 6 4. 7

104. How many subordinate clauses are there in the above sen-
tence?

1. 4 2. 5         3. 6          4. no subordinate clause
105. How many coordinate clauses are there in the above sen-

tence?
1. 1 2. 2         3. 3          4. no coordinate clause

106. “He must work very hard to make up for the lost time” is a
1. simple sentence 2. compound sentence
3. complex sentence 4. none

107. “He not only robbed the child but also murdered her” is a
1. simple sentence 2. compound sentence
3. complex sentence 4. none

108. “He worked hard so that he might pass the examination” is a
1. simple sentence 2. compound sentence
3. complex sentence 4. none

109. The kind of clause in “I have no advice that I can offer you” is
1. Noun clause 2. Adverb clause  3. Adjective clause  4. none

110. He died in the village where he was born (simple)
1. He died in his native village 2. He died for his native place
3. He died the place that is his village   4. none

111. We came upon a hut where a peasent lived (simple)
1. we came with a peasant’s hut
2. we came upon a peasant’s hut
3. we came for a peasant’s hut 4. we came by a peasant’s hut

112. We must eat, or we cannot live (simple)
1. for living, we must eat 2. we eat for living
3. we must eat to live 4. all

113. He must not be late or he will be punished (simple)
1. In the event of his being late, he will be punished
2. He willbe punished for his lateness
3. He will be punished due to negliagence 4. All

114. Not only did his father give him money, but his mother did too
(simple)

1. His mother and father give him money
2. Besides his father giving him money, his mother also did the same
3. His mother giving him money, his father gave either
4. 2 & 3

115. Notwith standing his hard work, he did not succeed (com-
pound)

1. He worked hard and so he succeed
2. He worked hard so that he did not succeed
3. He worked hard yet did not succeed 4. None

116. The teacher punished the boy for disobedience (compound)
1. The boy was disobedient because the teacher punished him
2. Since the boy was disobedient, the teacher punished him
3. As the boy was disobedient, the teacher punished him
4. The boy was disobedient and so the teacher punished him

117. I have found the book that I had lost (compound)
1. I had lost a book but I have found it
2. I had lost a book or I have found it
3. I had lost a book still I have found it    4. 1 & 3

118. As soon as he got the telegram, he left in a taxi. (compound)
1. He got telegram and so he left in a taxi
2. He got the telegram and immediately he left in a taxi
3. He got the telegram and perhaps to left in a taxi
4. None

119. We sow so that we may reap (compound)
1. We reap therefore we saw 2. We sow therefore we reap
3. We desire to reap, therefore we sow
4. We desire to reap because we sow

120. He worked hard : He failed (complex)
1. Inspite of hishard work, he failed
2. Derpite of hishard work, he failed
3. He worked hard but he failed
4. Allthough he worked hard, he failed

121. He is something of a poet, but rather more of a philosopher
(complex)

1. Although he is something of  a poet, He is more of a philospher
2. He is more a philosopher than a poet
3. He is as a poet as a philosopher
4. He is more  a poet than a philosopher

122. Search his pockets and you will find the Golden Ring (Com-
plex)

1. If you search his pockets, you will find the Golden Ring
2. Since you search his pockets, you will find the Golden Ring
3. Unless you search his pockets, you will find the Golden Ring
4. None

123. He declared his innocence (Complex)
1. He ged rid of his innocence
2. He proved that he is innocent
3. He declared that he was innocent 4. None

124. The duration of my stay is doubtful (Complex)
1. what time shall I stay
2. How long I shall stay is doubtful
3. How long I stay is doubtful 4. all

125. “They were fond of music, played on various kinds of instru-
ments and indulged in much singing”. In this sentence How many
main clauses are there?

1. 1 2. 2 3. 3 4.. none
126. Shiv. K. Kumar was born in

1. 1921 2. 1931 3. 1954 4. none
127. Choose the skill of microteaching except

1. Introducing a lesson 2. Questioning
3. Situationalization 4. Blank Board

128. which one is most suitable to modify one’s teaching beahaviour?
1. Macro- teaching 2. Micro - teaching
3. In-service training 4. In service teaching

129. A unit is a comprehensive part that deals with one topic or
theme is called

1. lesson-plan 2. period plan 3. unit plan 4. year plan
130. Planning a lesson enables the teahcer

1. How to teach 2. How and what to teach
3. When and what to teach 4. What to teach

131. Active - Vocabulary presents with help of ......... in a prose -
lesson

1. charts     2. pictures       3. flash cards  4. substitution tables
132. ‘Suggestion for appreciation’ is a step in

1. Teaching a poem 2. Teaching a prose
3. Teaching a supplementary 4. all

133. Pupils learn languages best through
1. Teaching 2. Activities 3. Methods 4. Situations

134. What kind of reading reading helps in Extensive reading?
1. oral read  2. loud reading  3. silent reading  4. group reading

135. Second langauge students need instructions in both form and
content in order to

1. listen     2. reed    3. speak and write   4. communication
136. The exercises in testing should be based on all important

1. sub skills   2. unit-test  3. class room 4. intensive prcictice
137. It enables the teacher to measure student’s achievement

1. Text book 2. Instruction  3. Instruction material 4. Models & Charts
138. Competence in any language can be achieved only by

1. test 2. practice 3. reading      4. information
139. It is a guide and essential tool for the teacher

1. Teacher’s diary 2. Instuctional material
3. Text book 4. none

140. The size of a good text book should be
1. 100 pages 2. 150 pages 3. 200 pages 4. 400 pages
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Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 2 51 3 101 2 151 2
2 3 52 2 102 3 152 3
3 2 53 2 103 2 153 2
4 2 54 4 104 1 154 1
5 3 55 3 105 4 155 3
6 4 56 1 106 1 156 1
7 3 57 2 107 2 157 2
8 2 58 3 108 3 158 1
9 4 59 2 109 3 159 1

10 2 60 4 110 1 160 2
11 3 61 1 111 2 161 3
12 2 62 4 112 3 162 3
13 2 63 2 113 1 163 2
14 2 64 4 114 2 164 2
15 2 65 2 115 3 165 1
16 3 66 3 116 4 166 2
17 1 67 1 117 1 167 2
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17 1 67 1 117 1 167 2
18 2 68 4 118 2 168 3
19 3 69 2 119 3 169 3
20 3 70 4 120 4 170 1
21 1 71 3 121 2 171 3
22 4 72 4 122 1 172 3
23 4 73 2 123 3 173 4
24 3 74 1 124 2 174 3
25 4 75 3 125 3 175 2
26 3 76 1 126 1 176 3
27 4 77 1 127 3 177 3
28 4 78 2 128 2 178 1
29 3 79 4 129 3 179 4
30 2 80 3 130 2 180 3
31 4 81 1 131 2 181 2
32 1 82 4 132 1 182 4
33 2 83 2 133 2 183 1
34 2 84 3 134 3 184 3
35 2 85 1 135 3 185 1
36 4 86 3 136 1 186 4
37 3 87 2 137 1 187 4
38 2 88 4 138 2 188 3
39 4 89 1 139 3 189 2
40 2 90 4 140 3 190 440 2 90 4 140 3 190 4
41 2 91 3 141 4 191 3
42 1 92 2 142 2 192 2
43 3 93 1 143 1 193 1
44 4 94 2 144 3 194 4
45 2 95 4 145 1 195 1
46 3 96 3 146 3 196 4
47 1 97 2 147 1 197 3
48 4 98 1 148 2 198 1
49 3 99 3 149 1 199 2
50 2 100 2 150 2 200 2


